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Dear Reader,

The prophet Elija has returned.

The world experiences radical changes, yet still only a relatively small number of 
humans take notice of it. 
It is therefore so much more important to get a feel, a notion for what is to come, 
so that we can psychologically prepare and orient ourselves to the coming events.

In this first writing of «Elija prophecies 1-48» the degree of the future changes 
on earth become quite clear. It is revealed to us, how much we are protected in 
the love of our spiritual light siblings and every line of the message from the 
Logos of Earth, SANAT KUMARA, which is part of this writing, shows, that we 
should mainly discard one thing immediately – the fear of these changes.

To lose that fear is truly the command of the hour; and in this message we will 
– in spite of the intensities of the prophecies – be let exactly to it, because the 
Heaven and the Masters of the light reveal themselves to us – who are Omni- 
present on this planet.

More «revelations» shall follow these, so that human Beings can tune into each 
step of the ascension of the planet into the light, based on the hints, which are 
given here.

With deep gratitude and Love do I put the «Elija prophecies 1-48» into your 
hands, because what remains hidden to our eyes, is made visible – in the eye of 
the prophet.

In Love

Jahn J Kassl
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«I have come to you from Heaven with all that Heaven could offer.»

SANAT KUMARA
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Elija Prophecies

 
1 – I see aimlessly wandering people; fields and meadows without green; soils 
that are barren, nothing grows anymore.

2 – I see caravans, long caravans without end, people, who lost their home, 
looking for a new place to live, because the countries they have lived in do not 
exist anymore.

3 – I see fearful, discouraged and hopeless humans, who wish death more than 
life and are envious of the dead.

4 – I see fire, which burns everything, huge countries are being destroyed by 
this fire and are being purified; it is a process, whose value in the moment of 
sorrow, in the moment of human suffering, cannot be assessed.

5 – I see storms, the likes we have never seen. 
Everything, what is in its way, is swept away; Tsunamis, which swallow the earth 
under them and let vast plots of land sink for eternities.

6 – I see water, oceans, which flow over land, take it in and occupy it, like no 
army in the world can do it.

7 – I see Mother Earth, how she rises, how she behaves, how she buckles up, 
like she carries inside her an infinite number of children, which hustle to be born.

8 – I see humans, not like us, but humans, who emerge from the inner earth, in 
order to help us, who are close to us, so close, like we have never felt it from 
anyone. We, all of mankind experience for the first time what love of the whole 
organism feels like; the collective energy of love invigorates us, gives us strength 
and keeps us from despair. 

9 – I see as human souls, infinitely many human souls, ascend to heaven. They 
have said goodbye to earth or have been ordered back.


